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BACKGROUND

§ Vaccine hesitancy is commonly encountered in daily 
pediatric practice1

§ There are no accepted best practices for 
communicating with vaccine-hesitant parents

§ Vaccine hesitancy communication training is not 
required by the ACGME and is not formally offered in 
many residency programs2

§ In-person training of residents in the AIMS method3 of 
communication (Figure 1) resulted in behaviors of 
interest during live encounters with standardized 
patients (SPs) portraying vaccine-hesitant parents4

§ In this study, we…
• Adapted the training and SP encounters to the 

virtual environment
• Modified the SP portrayal to better approximate the 

well-intentioned parent who is reluctant to 
vaccinate

• Revised the Vaccine Hesitancy Communication 
Assessment (VHCA) based on performance in the 
prior study

METHODS

§ Specific communication skills can be taught, and 
their use assessed in a virtual environment

§ VHCA ceiling effect in terms of validity and reliability

§ Low VHCA internal consistency not unexpected 
given heterogeneity of AIMS elements

§ Confidence increases regardless of training

§ It remains to be seen if communication training and 
gains in provider confidence can improve vaccine 
uptake among patients

§ SPs do not recognize AIMS behaviors. This suggests 
that SPs in the scripted vaccine hesitancy model 
may not be able to respond organically to providers, 
or that AIMS is no different than standard of care 
communication training

§ Further work to evaluate the effect of the AIMS 
construct on real parents may be warranted

CONCLUSIONS

PURPOSE

§ Determine to what extent online training results in 
AIMS-specific behaviors during SP encounters

§ Determine the effect of modified SP case materials on 
the ability of SPs to differentiate AIMS-trained from 
control-trained residents

§ Generate validity and reliability data for the modified 
VHCA
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§ Similar findings compared to the study that used in-
person training and SP encounters

§ Online AIMS training resulted in AIMS-specific 
behaviors

§ Performance of the modified VHCA was moderate 
and similar to the original instrument

§ Training resulted in confidence gains in both groups

§ SPs unable to differentiate between AIMS and 
control-trained residents

SUMMARY

RESULTS

§ See Figure 2

§ Subjects were Pediatrics and Medicine-Pediatrics residents

§ Randomized to AIMS or control (standard of care) training

§ Virtual encounters with SPs before and after training

§ Videotaped encounters assessed by 3 independent raters using the 
modified VHCA 

§ SP perception of the residents’ communication skills assessed using the 
Gap-Kalamazoo Assessment Form5

§ Investigators, subjects, SPs, and video raters blinded to resident training 
allocation

§ Institutional Review Board approved with unsigned consent

§ Baseline characteristics of AIMS- and control-trained residents were similar (data not shown)

§ Internal consistency of the VHCA across multiple raters ranged from 0.32-0.59

§ VHCA demonstrated moderate global intraclass correlation (0.52 pre-training, 0.51 post-training)

§ After training, AIMS behaviors were detected in AIMS-trained, but not control-trained, residents (moderate effect size) (Figure 3)

§ Confidence increased in both AIMS- and control-trained residents (Figure 4)

§ No differences in SP perceptions of the encounters with AIMS- or control-trained residents (Figure 5)

Figure 1 The AIMS Method for
Healthy Conversations
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